Characterization of malignant tissue cells by
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Cancer diagnosis and classification is extremely complicated and, for the most part, relies on subjective
interpretation of biopsy material. Such methods are laborious and in some cases might result in
different results depending on the histopathologist doing the examination. Automated, real-time diagnostic procedures would greatly facilitate cancer diagnosis and classification. Laser-induced breakdown
spectroscopy 共LIBS兲 is used for the first time to our knowledge to distinguish normal and malignant
tumor cells from histological sections. We found that the concentration of trace elements in normal and
tumor cells was significantly different. For comparison, the tissue samples were also analyzed by an
inductively coupled plasma emission spectroscopy 共ICPES兲 system. The results from the LIBS measurement and ICPES analysis were in good agreement. © 2004 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 140.3440, 170.6930, 300.2140, 300.6210, 300.6360.

1. Introduction

Different techniques are practiced to identify malignant from nonmalignant tissue cells. Although
much cancer research now focuses on the fundamental molecular pathology of cancers, a critical applied
clinical issue remains the early, rapid, and accurate
diagnosis of cancer so that complete surgical removal
of that cancer can be effected. Some diagnostic techniques distinguish different proteins, whereas others
rely on identifying abnormal cellular morphology.
Most recently, transcriptomics and proteomics are
being developed to identify gene expression profiles
diagnostic of malignancy. Complementary DNA microarrays and serial analysis of gene expression are
used for transcriptomics and two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis1; matrix-assisted laser desorption
ionization mass spectroscopy2,3 and surfaceenhanced laser desorption ionization mass spectroscopy4 are used for proteomics. All these techniques
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have the common disadvantages of being timeconsuming, expensive, and requiring a relatively
complicated sample preparation. Other techniques,
such as x-ray fluorescence and proton-induced x-ray
fluorescence, monitor the concentrations of nutrient
metal ions, which are different in malignant and nonmalignant cells.5–7 However, x-ray fluorescence is a
technique used for elemental analysis for the element
with an atomic number above 8. It cannot readily
detect the common elemental constituents of organic
materials such as carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen. Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
共LIBS兲 is a developing and promising technology that
has the advantages of simplicity and robustness.8 –12
It can detect the elemental constituent in both low
and high atomic number elements. In LIBS, a
pulsed laser light is focused on the sample to create
the breakdown and spark of material, and the light
emitted in the spark is analyzed by a spectrometer.
Unique features of LIBS are its on-line capability
where composition of the material can be analyzed in
a fraction of a second without any sample preparation. A wide range of studies that used the LIBS
technique have been carried out in all kinds of samples, i.e., solids, liquids, and gases. LIBS has been
used in biology.13–20 Yet LIBS has never been used
for cancer diagnosis.
Here, for the first time to our knowledge we demonstrate in principle that LIBS can be used for tissue
analysis, specifically to differentiate between malignant and normal tissue. We analyzed malignant
and normal tissue from a canine hemangiosarcoma
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Fig. 1. Experimental diagram of the LIBS setup.

and show differences in elemental composition. Canine hemangiosarcoma, a model for human angiosarcoma, is a common incurable cancer of the
hemopoetic system. Human angiosarcomas can be
benign or malignant. However, because human angiosarcomas are rare, establishing criteria to diagnose whether they are malignant has been difficult.
The canine hemangiosarcoma animal model may be
valuable to define and analyze these types of tumor
and suggest potential means of improving their classification in humans. LIBS provides rapid, nondestructive tissue analysis. LIBS analysis was also
compared with the measurements with inductively
coupled plasma emission spectroscopy 共ICPES兲.
2. Experiment
A.

Sample Preparation

Hemangiosarcoma and normal liver samples 共1 cm ⫻
1 cm ⫻ 2 cm兲 were taken from the liver of a dog.
Each sample was bisected. One half of the sample 共1
cm3兲 was fixed in buffered formaldehyde saline
关0.45% NaH2PO4, 0.55% Na2HPO4, 0.85% NaCl
weight by volume 共Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri兲 and 10% formaldehyde 共Fisher Scientific Co.,
Bridgewater, New Jersey兲兴. After a 48-h fixation,
the tissues were then embedded in paraffin wax, sectioned, mounted, processed, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin as described.21 The remaining
half of the sample was placed in a drop of optimal
cutting temperature embedding medium 共BDH兲 on a
square of Whatman filter paper 共5 cm2兲 and cooled in
nitrogen vapor before immersion in liquid nitrogen.
Sections 共8 m兲 were cut with a Cryocut cryostat 共8
m; Reichert-Jung兲, placed onto plain glass slides,
and either air dried or air dried fixed in acetone 共10
min兲. We also manually used thick-cut samples 共⬃2
mm兲 taken directly from the tissue blocks.
B.

Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy

The experimental arrangement of the LIBS system is
shown in Fig. 1. A frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser
共Continuum Surelite III兲 was used in all measurements. The laser has a repetition rate of 10 Hz and
a pulse width of 5 ns at 532 nm. An ultraviolet 共UV兲
fused-silica lens was used to focus the laser beam to
a spot size of approximately 0.04 mm. The same
lens was used to collect light from the laser-induced
spark. Two UV-grade quartz lenses were used to
5400
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couple the LIBS signal to an optical fiber. The other
end of the optical fiber was coupled to an UV–visible
Echelle optical spectrograph 共LLA Instruments,
GmbH, ESA 3000 EV兾I, Berlin, Germany兲 and used
as an entrance slit. The spectrograph covers the
200 –780-nm spectral range with a linear dispersion
of approximately 5–19 pm兾pixel. A 1024 X 1024element intensified charge-coupled device 共Kodak
KAF-1001兲 with a pixel width of 0.024 mm cooled by
Peltier elements was attached to the exit of the spectrograph and used to detect the light from the laser
spark. We operated the detector in gated mode using a dedicated high-voltage fast-pulse generator
共Stanford DG 535兲 that was synchronized to the laser
output. We performed the data acquisition and
analysis using a personal computer with ESAWIN
software. To maximize the signal, the gate delay
time and gate width were adjusted for each element
to achieve the best signal-to-noise ratio data.
The LIBS setup was initially optimized with
chicken blood samples, which were readily available.
A thin layer of chicken blood was dried on a glass
slide before the experiments. The laser beam was
focused on the blood sample in such a way that the
laser beam would ablate only the blood sample with
no interference from the emission from air or the
glass slide. This required a proper selection of laser
energy and precise focusing. We selected a plano–
convex quartz lens with a 7.5-cm focusing length to
focus the laser beam on the sample. The selection of
laser energy was also challenging. With very low
laser energy 共⬍10 mJ兲, the recorded data had a poor
signal-to-noise ratio, and at high laser energy the
strong background signal from the glass substrate
caused a hindrance. Laser energy between 10 and
12 mJ produced good signal-to-background spectra
from the blood sample. Before recording the LIBS
signal of blood tissue on the glass plates, we used
aluminum and Teflon thin plates as substrates.
However, we could not eliminate the background signal from the substrate except in the case of glass.
Glass was advantageous because it transmitted the
unused laser light that was focused on the top of the
thin layer of tissue cells. We recorded the LIBS
spectra at different time delays and gate widths of the
CCD detector and determined that the gate delay of
1 s and the gate width of 10 s were good for all the
selected analyte lines in the 200 –780-nm range.
Figure 2 shows a typical LIBS spectrum from a
chicken blood sample under the optimum experimental condition.
We used this optimized setup to record the LIBS
spectra of normal and malignant tissues. In addition, we recorded the LIBS spectra of an ⬃2-mmthick sample. The laser light was focused in such a
way that only the ablation of the cells took place.
The whole glass was mounted on a rotating pad, and
the rotation of the pad was adjusted so that the laser
light did not hit the same place more than once. We
collected 20 individual frames of spectra in which
each frame was the sum of spectra from ten laser

Fig. 2. LIBS spectrum of the blood sample of a chicken.

shots. Finally, the ten individual frames were averaged to obtain the resultant spectra.
C.

Inductively Coupled Plasma Emission Spectroscopy

We analyzed the tissue samples by ICPES using a
Perkin-Elmer Optima 4300 DV system. Dried tissue samples were initially dissolved in 10% HNO3 ⫹
1% HCl with the microwave digestion procedure.
Finally, we purged the diluted samples in the plasma
chamber using the argon gas. The system was already calibrated with the solutions of known concentrations of the different elements. The results of
tissue analysis by ICPES are given in Table 1.
3. Results and Discussion
A. Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy Spectrum of
Normal and Malignant Tissue Cells

Figure 3 shows the LIBS spectra of malignant and
normal tissue cells at two spectral regions. There is
a clear distinction between the spectra of normal and
malignant tissue. The intensity of various elements, which is related to the concentration of trace
elements in normal and malignant tissue, is significantly different. The elements identified from the
LIBS spectra of tissue were Ca, Al, Fe, Cu, Na, K, and
Mg. Many Fe lines were observed in these tissue
spectra. The strongest Fe lines observed are
247.845, 296.69, 371.993, 385.99, 430.79, and 438.351
nm. The intensity of the Fe lines from malignant
cells was weaker compared with the intensity from
the normal cells. The lines of Ca were observed at
393.37, 396.85, 610.27, and 612.22 nm. The intensity of the Ca lines and the Al lines 共394.4 and 396.15

Fig. 3. LIBS spectra of the liver tissue of a dog in two different
spectral regions.

nm兲 was found weaker than the malignant tissue
cells. The lines of Na were observed at 589.0 and
589.6 nm. It was difficult to distinguish the tumor
and normal cells on the Na lines alone because these
resonant lines are easily self-saturated. Selfsaturation is a phenomenon in spectroscopy when
concentration of the atoms is too high and the line of
emission is absorbed by the same kind of unexcited
atoms that are in their ground state.
Lines of Cu were observed at 324.754 and 327.396
nm 共see Fig. 3兲. Cu lines are found to be much stronger in the normal tissue. However, we found no distinguishable differences in the LIBS spectra of the
sections that were air dried only or the sections that
were acetone fixed. The spectra recorded with thin
tissue and a thick-cut sample were also compared.
LIBS spectra from thin tissue shows a higher variation and a poorer signal-to-noise ratio compared with
that from the thick-cut sample 共Fig. 4兲. Therefore
the results presented in Subsections 3.B and 3.C are
from the data of the thick-cut sample.
B.

Table 1. Tissue Analysis by ICPES

Concentration 共parts per million兲

Element

Analyte
Line 共nm兲

Normal Tissue

Malignant Tissue

Al
Ca
Cu
Fe
Mg
Na
K

396.153
317.933
327.393
238.204
285.213
589.592
766.490

69.3 ⫾ 0.69
273 ⫾ 1.81
163 ⫾ 0.89
1820 ⫾ 8.87
458 ⫾ 2.56
2600 ⫾ 9.71
5840 ⫾ 28.83

56 ⫾ 0.16
410 ⫾ 1.34
12.4 ⫾ 0.04
2110 ⫾ 2.48
420 ⫾ 0.67
9370 ⫾ 29.94
5150 ⫾ 11.65

Intensity Ratio

The intensity ratio of the major element with K at
766.491 nm was analyzed, and the results are shown
in Table 2. The analyte lines selected for this calculation were the lines that give a better relative standard deviation. It is clear that the intensity ratios of
Ca兾K and Na兾K are higher in the malignant tissue
spectra. The Mg兾K and Al兾K are comparable in the
normal and malignant tissue spectra, and Cu兾K is
lower in the malignant spectra. This indicates that
the concentration of trace elements like Ca, Na, and
Mg are higher in malignant cells in comparison with
that in normal cells. Also, the concentration of Cu is
1 October 2004 兾 Vol. 43, No. 28 兾 APPLIED OPTICS
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Table 3. Comparison of LIBS and ICPES Results

Normal Tissue兾Malignant Tissue

Elemental
Ratio

LIBS 共I Ratio兲

ICPES 共C Ratio兲

% Difference

Al兾K
Ca兾K
Cu兾K
Fe兾K
Mg兾K
Na兾K

1.20
0.41
18.92
0.71
0.93
0.28

1.11
0.68
11.81
0.77
0.98
0.25

8
32
60
8
5
12

I Ratio, intensity ratio; C Ratio, concentration ratio.

Fig. 4. LIBS spectra of tissue. Top, thin tissue; bottom, bulk
tissue.
Fig. 5. Comparison of the Results of Tissue Analysis from LIBS
and ICPES.

low in malignant cells in comparison with that in
normal cells.
C. Comparison of the Results from Laser-Induced
Breakdown Spectroscopy and Inductively Coupled Plasma
Emission Spectroscopy

Because the LIBS system was not calibrated for different elements in the tissue, the intensity ratio obtained from LIBS was directly compared with the
concentration ratio obtained from the ICPES measurements. This comparison is valid for optically
thin laser-induced plasma because the intensity ratio
is linearly proportional to the concentration ratio.
The calculated ratios of the intensity ratios obtained
from LIBS data of malignant tissue and normal tissue, with the concentration ratios obtained from
ICPES analysis for malignant tissue and normal tissue, are listed in Table 3 and presented in Fig. 5.
The LIBS data were in reasonable agreement with
the ICPES data. The percentage difference between
these two measurements was less than 12% for Al,

Table 2. Intensity Ratio from LIBS Spectra of Normal and Malignant
Tissue

Intensity Ratio
Analyte Line 共nm兲

Normal Tissue

Malignant Tissue

Al 396.153兾K 766.491
Ca 396.847兾K 766.491
Cu 327.39兾K 766.491
Fe 430.791兾K 766.491
Mg 279.551兾K 766.491
Na 588.995兾K 766.491

0.5919
12.77
1.45
0.73
3.37
1.07

0.49
31.42
0.07
1.03
3.62
3.84
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Fe, Mg, and Na. The higher percent of difference for
Cu and Ca might be due to the self-absorption effects.
Because both the Cu and the Ca lines used in the
LIBS analysis are resonant lines, the line intensity
might not be linearly proportional to concentration
due to self-absorption of these lines.
4. Conclusions

This is the first LIBS application to our knowledge to
explore the possibility of using LIBS for cancer detection. In this study we have found the distinct
difference in LIBS spectra of normal and malignant
tissue in the spectral intensity distribution of the
various elements in two types of sample. The line
intensity ratios of different elements can be used to
determine the concentration ratio of the trace elements in the tested tissue. From LIBS and ICPES
data, we found that the concentration ratio of Ca, Cu,
and Na with K is clearly different in normal and
malignant samples. Although the result in this
study is preliminary, it shows that LIBS has great
potential for development as an in vivo diagnostic tool
for cancer detection. Extensive development in this
area is needed to obtain quantitative results for practical applications.
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